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As it is becoming increasinlycomm, for handicapped
individuals to take their places in the mainstream of our
society, the teacher of young children may realistically
expect to one day find a handicapped child in her classroom.
This day may 'Come sooner than she thinks.

There is nothing ?Tightening about the exceptional (non-
norgpl) child, but there may be apprehension on the part of the
teacher who finds such a child in her class for the 4i.rst time.
One goal of this booklet is to provide the, teacher with.an over-

.

s, view of exceptiorfalities.e0.to help her expetience what it
might be like to be handicapped.

1

The teacher is nbrmallytpe fii.St adult outside the family
to have extensive contact with a'young child. She has an
opportunity to compare one child's behavior with another's
(which family mdmkers may not have) and may thus be in a good
position to judge objectively whether.the particular problems
a .child is experiencing are serious enough to require Special
help. This is often a diOioUlt decision to make, for some
problems children outgrow, others they do not.

On one and, the teacher must be very cautious in identifying
as significant those problems which the child can reasonably be
expected to- outgrow in the normal course' of development. .0n.the
other, if a significant problem does exist, identifying it as such
is'the first..steip in acting to lessen its impact (or in the case of
giftedchi,ldien, to allow special abilities to develop to their
fullest). Knowledge of behaviors.which suggest the presence of
a particular exceptionality may thus assist the teacher in making
more'accurate,judgements.of the need for further evaluation. A
second goal of this booklet is to provide the teacher with such
knowledge.

This booklet is divided into several parts. The introductory
section d4fines what is meant by "handicap" and introduces the
reader to factors which may determine the Severity of a handicap.
Next comes a rather complete classification"and description of
the-various types of exceptionalities.-- ,Following this is a-

. section which provides'some suggestions on how to act around
handicappe.children, how to ,deal with medications they may be
tak-ing, and some basic-strategies to uie.in educational assess-
ment and ,programming. The final section attempts pia simulations
to insiill in the reader some idea of wht it is like to have _a

A handicap,',
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WHAT IS A HANDICAP?
'1'

A diSability,is some type of physical or behavioral
abnormality which affects (changes) daily functioning. A few
examples mayohelp-clarify this definition. A mosquito bite
on one's finger would not normally be serious'enough to be
considered a disability. A cut finger might be a short-term
disability depending on the severity of the cut, where it was
located, etc. 'A broken finger would be a short-term disability
as it would affect normal. use of the hand. Amputation of a
finger would be a permanent dis'ability, as the finger is lost
permanently and normal functioning includes the use of all
fingers.

A handicap is.distinguished from a disability ikthat a
haridicapois a aisability that impairs (limits) daily:furiCtioning.
A four fingered carpenter who has learned to hold his ll'Ammer

differently following theeloss of his finger but whostill puts
in a full:day's workwould be considered disabled but7,110t handi-
capped. A carpenter who ±s unable to hamil?r following the loss
of his ,finger and consequently quits his job would.b considered

handicapped.
\, ,

# ,
Disabil ities which become handicaps may be innatelk-they

may be acquired after birth as a result of disease or injury.

The rationale for the early
puck

of children with',
disabilities is to prevent puch disabilities from turning into
handicaps.

a

Handicaps and Learning
BeCause a child is disab led his abilityto learn is not

necessarily impaired. During the preschool years,however,
,learning occurs to agreat degree ab a.xegult of interacting'
with one's environment on a "first-hand experiehge" Ieyel.
D'sabil4ies wty.ch tgmit such first-hand exper*Ces may thus
ignificantly limit early learning. Since development is
umulative, each stage being a foundation for the next,'limits

off- -early learning at 9ne level may limit a child's learning At
latet leV'els, or may even keep him from reaching later levels.
The young blind child who! stays home, is wttited on 'and pitied
by his parents because_hg_can't see, and is not induced to
explore the world and do things fot himselfmay well turn out
to be handicapped significantly for his entire- life. On.the
other hand, the blind child,whO is treated much like a normal

child, who is punished when he misbehaves, praised when'he
trieD his best, given opportunities to interact with other

5
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children, and urged to explore and interact with his environment,
may, though disabl , be able to function in a more or less
normal fashion thr hout hisadult.life.

, .

While the importance of disabilities and handicaps must not
be minimized, it should be realized that most individuals who are
handicapped are quits normal in many respects. One must not let .

the fact that a child is handicapped interfere with one's per-
ception of him in areas not affecied by the handicap. It is
probably more constructive to think of a handicapped child as
being 95% normal than as 5°A-handicapped.

A final point to note is that not every disability or handicap
will impair a Child's learning. This,is'especially true at older
ages (the elementary school years) when_childreh are able to
learn through means other than direct participation in an activity.
A child with a crippledileg, though disabled, may not require
any special assistance of an educational nature because of his
leg, thbugh his outside.physical activity may be limited.

14,
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DEGREES OF HANDICAP SEVERITY t

A number of factors may influence the severity of a Nandi- 0=

ca-P-and cpnsequently the amount of special help the handicapped
child're4Uires. These include the age of-handicap onset, the
degree of physical limiefgEZOn imposed by the handicap, the
presence of other handicapping conditions, and the reactions
of others to the exceptional child.

Age of Handicap Onset -

'Whether the child is born with a physidal -iimitation,.
acquires it early in life; or acquires it later in Ufe can
make a profound diffetence-in the difficulty he has adjusting
to the handicap, as well as its developirtntal.impact. A child
born blind, for example, is spared the problems he'ould have.,
adjusting to a loss of sight as a teenager. On the other hand,
during the chgaRbod years tOox,earlier a handicap appears, the
greater may be its impact ondevelopmerit. Much learning critical
for later effective functioning occurs early in life; a handicap
which limits such learning may thus have A significant impact.
Possessing sight fon evefi a few months can provide an indivi-
dual with a "'mental picture" of the world riot possessed by A
congenitally blind individual, a picture which may, for example,
aid his understandiA of the conception of "color" and assist
his,learningof the left-right discrimination.

Degreeof Physical Limitation
The degree of'physical limitation imposed by the handicap

can differ greatly fromtchild to child. Not all deaf children'
are totally deaf, and not all crippled children are confined
,to a wheelchair. Saving high but reasonable expectations for
a handicapped child as a result (pt. assessing his strengths and
weaknesses can have a big influence on maximizing his abilities.

Presence of Other Handicapping Conditions
The presence of mere than one handicapping condition in

a given individual is not uncommon. One study of several hundred
handicapped children (Wishik, 1956) found about a third to have
only one handicapping condition, a third to have two, and a
thi,fd to have three or more. It must not be assumed that the
problems of a child with one handicap are tall due to just that
handicap, for,it may turn out that he has other problems `as well. ,

Ond.should also realize that having multiple handicaps confounds
many times over the,problems of a handicapped individual,.

c--
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Reactions Of., Others

Another factor to consider in assessing:severity is the
'1'eactions of others to the exceptionality. How others act
toward a child' nfluences how.he views himself,.hoW hard he

.

tries, his self-expectationh, etc. Two "identical" exceptional
individuals treatedlin different ways by their parents and others
from a young age ahelgiven different opportunities to develop''
may turnout quite diffeently.

It is not uncOmmon for'other handAapping conditions,
particularly behavior disorders, th develop following an initial'
handicap or Handicaps. 'Prbsumably the reactions of others to
a childb initial handicaps) are important in the velopment

aof such a later rising secondary handicapping con 'tion.

A final point to consider is that each ofthe above four' -

factors does not exist indeperidently but rather in the context
of the others. For example, the peers of a child who,become4
handicapped may have more trouble adjusting to their handicapped
friend (reactions of others) than they would have had they
always known him to be handicapped (age of onset).

, I
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rThe variety of possible exception,gliies may be unders,tood
using a classification scheme composed four general areas:
physical, communication, learning, and behayior exceptional ties.
The physical disorder group'includes visual impairments, cr ppling
conditions, neurological (nervous iym) disorders,\ and a

.miscellaneous group of other health-k elated conditidns (known
as "other he0.th ippai.rments"). lliagnOsis of these .m$dical'

ician on
-conditions is generally ttle responsibility of a ph

other medically trained professional.
6

Incldded in the 'communication disorder group are auditory
(hearing)

impairments, speech -disorders, and language disorders.
The audiologist and speech pathologist are generally responsible'4.
for diagnosis of 'these conditione%

.

0
the learning deviations category is composed of

retardation, giftedness, and learning disabilities.
dual who dia4hoses these conditrns is generally the

2 or other assessment profassioni !
,.

.

, f .

The behtvior disOrders Soup inclpdes conditions known -15Y
a variety 'of" names: emotidel' distiarance, behavior' disturbance%
auti behavior/pattern, ,among others.- The psychologist iir

'-' the p &saional WhO diagnOseshese disorders. .

, t.
... , - , .

.

\.
., >>

. , -'
_.- ,

Not ihfreguehtlyan indi4ldual is affected by more tlian one

r

mental . .

The indivi-
psychologist A

4 4

handicapping, condition: Such indiViduals are called multiply"
handicapped:

.P4 ,

4,6
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SOME EXCEPiTIONALITIE$ %YOU. MAY -.ENCOUNTER
,

4 ...

.. S o m e exceptionalities are.oby(

i
)

o
'us:, ff a ichild, Is crippled,

. ,...- . I

4 .t is quite appare4. -Others .'are more jaifficult-to detect_
and to' understand; How a chlld should be,teuilit (and can .
effecti,yely learn) is notT.)1Etcess,arily deterainad by

e

-excep-

' 66

tionality, howevet some knowledge'ef limit ions it
. .

y impose.
on him will be helpful' to."thoSe tesponsibl for to gitihilt. .

- /

.
,

)
.

,

, . : / ,

On the follOwing page aredescriptisms of -various excep- '

4

tionalities. iach.descrip ion' beqin-wiih a; brief definition'
afollowed by more 'detailed or 'oche levant inforinaticiii on the
exceptionality. , Each description ends with a list 'of betiaviirs.
the alert teacher should, be aware of. r These-bOhavios'may, '
but do not necessarily, -tindiCate''that the specified condition'. 4 4is present. Teachers noting such behaviors' should .refer .the, .

. t..child to the appropriate_ professional' for furtOr evaluation': ., .,,
. ... A .
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PHYSICAL DISORDERS

Vision Impairments

Crippling Conditions'

Neurological Disorders

Other Health Impairments
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Visual Impairment4

Vision problems are import educationally because so
milch ihformation is taken in usin one's eyes.

*

Definition: Blind - unable to read print 4'.

Partially sighted - able to read print
in spite of limited vision

= Specifics:

ft

The above educational definitions are
functional ones. Older definitionb of
vision handicaps were based on visual
acuity (measured, by, an eye specialist).
The educational definition of blihdness
may include individuals who have light,
color, and movement perception in spite
-of the fact that they can't read print.
Thui,all blind individuals are not
totally unsighted.

One common .visual impairment, normally
corrected using glasses, occurs when
the image of the scene viewed doesn't
focus,on the retina (back of the eye)..
This can occur either because the eyeball
is too long or short or because the
cornea (lens) is distorted.

-A second type of problem involves the .

muscles which control movement of thee'
eyeball in its socket. Crossed eyes
(one turns inward or outward) or other
defects may result. Such problems may
be very-serious if not corrected because

the brain receives two images it
will block out one, eVOntually leading
to blindness in the unused eye. Such
muscle imbalances may be corrected via
glasses, surgery, or a patch (forcing
the child to use the 't'badw eye in order
to strengthen its muscles).

Vision screening for children who
have not yet ,learned to read may be done.
,uting directional figureb such as those
on a- Snellen eye chart (Mall!).

,
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What to Look For) Some vision pi.oblems, though not obviOus
from looking at the child, may be inferred
from las behavior:

Does the child tilt his head to see
better?

Does he. hold objects far, close, or
to the side to see them better?-

Does he rub his eyes or squint?

Do his )eyes water-a lot?

Is he awkward. in games involving
eye/hand coordination?

ti Can he count how me'ny children are
in a group 'from a distance?

16
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Definition:

Specifics:

c.

Crippling Conditions

Crippling conditions are those that
interfere with the normal functions
of pones,, joints, or muscles..

In some cases children are born witth:
crippling defects (for eicample,:Clubfoot,
a missing limb) . Other cripplin4
Conditions are caused,by diseabe or',
injury. Two crippling diseases are:

Arthritis'-, a disease causing pdin',
jand swelling in the joints.

Muscular -dystrophy - a diseiase-,in;

which muscles are
replaced' I:Jar fatty

tissue.,

Children with crippling cogditions may
'suffer educationdlly because of a-.
decreased ability to interdtt with their
peers and their physical environment.
They also.may experiencepeer problems
if their handicaps are no visually
obvious.

A

What to Look For: The diagnosis of these conditiOns As
medical. A. child's physician would
normally be aware if the child has one
of these conditions.



3

Netrololgical Disorders

Sudh impairments occur when part of the
nervous system is damaged or incomplete.
The'nenvous system includeS the brain,
spinal'cord, and nerves. Some nerves
carry impulses from the brain telling
muscle's to mpve and,others_carry 'impulses
from gensori,organs to the brain (for
example, the optic nerve carries messages
from the eyeS).

Neurological impairments may be congenital
or they may be 'due :to disease or injury.
The result may be impaired mobility or
intellectualofunctioning.' Specific
neurological handicaps include:

Cerebral palsy - a motor disability
caused by damage to a specific part
of the twain, This damage may'also'
cause dilorders in-speech, language,-
writing, and other areas.

Epilepsy - a.,nervous system disorder
which causes seifUres lasting from
a few seconds to several minutes.
During a seizure a child may lose
control of muscles, consciousness,
senses, and thought. Seizures. May
be quite obvious to 'others or if
they are short and mild, may net
even be noticed.' Seizures can often
be controlled with_die proper med-
ication.

Multiple sclerosis - a disease catising
hardeqing of parts of the brain and
Spinal-Cord, resultingsin a lack. of
coordination and loss of some senses.

Orciani.c-mental retardation - lowered,
dntel1ectual/social functioning due

rdriatal-or birth factors (for
, maternal' illness during

or lack of sufficient oxygen
fant during birth). For

nand
the i

1
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furthr information, see the section.
on.Mental Retardation under Learning'

. ,
Deviations. ,

i

Polio - a disease of. the spinal c6rd
resulting in paralysis Of .certain
muscle groups.

*
Spina bifida - a birth defect resulting
from an incomplete closing of the
backbone around the spinal cord,
often resulting in paralysis of the
legs and loss'of bladder and bowel
control.

What to Look For: The diagnosis of these conditions is
medical. A child's pI'siciari would
normally be aware if a child has one
of these conditions.

J

f
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Other Health Impairments

Children my h4ye a 4riety of other 'health problems which
limit their actmvity and/ require that the teacher be aware

'of their-conditions in case particular physical problems arise.
,A few of these are: A

ot

'Asthmai A disease of the lungs which causes
attacks of difficult breathing. Attacks
may cdme'about because of an allergy,
excessive physical activity, or an
'emotional reaction. Asthma attacks may
be 'quite frightening to the child and
'last\vlite long (hours, or even days),
but they arenormally more distressing
th4n dUngerbus. Attacks may be relieved
by Inedical -treatment.

Cvstic'fibrosis- A/hereditary disease characterized by
chronic infection and lung obstruction.
Children with cystic fibrosis must limit
their physical activity, and few survive
beyond adoledcence.

a

Diabetes _.A disorder in which the liver is unable
to properly store arid use sugar. Diabetes
may cause a loss of al4rtness and vitality.
It can be controlled through a combination
of diet, insulin injections, and a balance
between exercise and rest.

Rheumatic fever A diseasd characterized by inflammation
in the heart, joints, and/or braih.
i'drinapent heart: damage sometimes follows.

/ "1p
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COMMINICATIbN,DISORDEkS 4

Auditory Impairments

Speech Diporders

Language DiSorders

a
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Aliditory, Impairments
4

I, Hearing-problems are important educationally because a
great deal of information is.aken in through this sense.

Definition: Deaf - hearing is nonfunctional for
.

normal purposes
,

.

A
f

, t ..Hard-of7hearing i4hearing is defective
0

but functional either
. .with or without use of-,

a'hearing aid

SoTe heAing losses may be specific/ to
a, given frequency range (for example,
'sound of moderate pitch). or -volume.

,

"EteardlAg losses donPt necessarily occur
in both ears. TwOl.baSic types Of
hearinglos exist.

(1) conductive 146 - middle aid
outer ear 06ob1 ims in trans-

-4mLitting sounds to the inner
ear.

.

(2) - perceptive (sensory-neural)
loss.7. damage to the inner ear
or to the serve taking the,
implase to the brain.

ft

A searing aid amplifies sound - the sounds .

the childiwantS to hear as well vas the
background- noise. It is generally most .

effective -with conductive losseg, where
aftiplification cap help. Aids are delicate
instruments which are easily.damaged.
In addition, t4eir batteries must---be-
changed- periodicall t .

. The use of flip reading, sign language,
and finger spelling may help those. with 1'
hearing problems to cOmmunicateeffect-
ively. .

14)
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What to tbok For: ,Does the child Ofteniseem not to'pay,

4 attention'or'fbllow directiOns?,
-4101

`Does heoften -ask "what "?

40

Does he seem tO%be4b/e to-hear fine on
some days, but not' othersi.q

'Can the child hearyou up Clgse or-when'
looking at you, but not ifbfatrther away

facing anothei dirIctio0

Does the child
I

talk very softly. or very'
loudly?

Does the child have deEayed speech on
slight'speech deficits?.

Daed the child' listen with one ear ow rd'

`, you?

Does the Child daydream a lot, or seem
lazy?

1'4
Does the child,Seem d1 and unable to
keep up with others itOthe class?

.

26 "'
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Speech Disorders

Speech pioblems-are significant because speech. (the production
of.pounds) is the main form-of commuriDeation for-preschoolers
who can't yet write, and because speech is an important aspect
of the socialization experience. Speech handicapped children
generally exhibit one of three types oE production problems:,

Articulation'

Definition: Sounds or sound combindEions of the
language are not produced accurately..
The_ child may' substitute one sound for
another, distort sows he does,produce,
omitcertain snundaoradd extra sounds.
Examples are: "tar" for "car"

"outide" for "outside"
"sumberu for "summer"

4pp-cities: Such sound errors ere bery common in
young children ,but generally disappear
with age.

What to took For: A.child whd consistently makes so many 6.

sound errors.that his speech is difficult
to understand Should be referred,to a'
speech,therapistf'"r"

Voice

' Definition:.

Specifics:

I

The pitch (high /low), volume (18Ud/Soft),
or quality (hoarse/strained, nasal) of
,pe voice, is unusual.

Voice problems are lesi common than
articulation problems. With a voice
problem speech can be understood, but
there, is something unusualPabout the
child's voice ',A Child can be retrained
to use hit voice in more normal ways.
Permanent akage may result if this is
not done.

4
\-

What to Look For:',Doos-qp child have a hoarse Voiceor'f
laryngitis for44ore than two weeks?

k e 4

Is the pitch of his voice too high,or ,

low, or not appropriate for his'age or
sex ?,

1 ,

20
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I
Is his voice too breathy? ,

r.. ....

,

DoessAhis voice sound strained?

Does is voice "break" at an age younger
than, it is ;expected to change -(onset of

-puberty) '-

Is his voidb.excessively nasal?.
(Does he always through his nose"?)

Is his voice too loud or. soft?

Does have 'a monotone voice?
a

Rate/Rhythm Disturbance

Definition: The rate and/or rhythm of speech is
disturbed. The child may,repeat,sourlds,
syllables, or words,'make unuius1. pauses,
or prolong sounds. Stuttevingds an
extreme--casa of such a diitilrbance.
The child is not'necessitily aware of
such problems.

Specifics: Young children may normally pass through
a stage of nonfluency, and even adults
hesitate and .repeat themselves somewhat.
Many believe,that adult,anxiety concern-

. ing normal nonfluericy in the preschooler
can contribute to a serious stuttering
problem later on.

What to Look For: IS the child's speechrate or rhythm'
disturbance severe'and persistent?

4a.

Is the child obviously a e of his
difficulty in speaking?

28
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,Language Di6rders .

Langgage involves limderstanding.Lmeaningful phrases produced
by others and expressing*oneself-meaningfully (verbally, in
writing, using sign language,_gestures, or whatever) to othersu
Language problems are those not due to.hearIng intellectual,
deficiency, .emptional/behavioral difficulties, orbilihgualism.'
Two basic types of language prbblems have,beenidentified:

ComprehensionTiff*cultv
. - ..

,.
- .

Definition:
:

This is any inability to understand the, '; -.

meaning of words and sentences.that'ire 4,.!.

heard or 'seen (writing or signs) .

. , 1

.

Because one must generally understand '2:

languagsAkefore,he,can produce it-Xlmself,
childreffWitcr comprehension iroblems
may Also have expression pftblems: a'
child who has difficulty expressing
himself may also have problems under-
standing what, others say .to him.

What to Look For: It is common fot, aschild with a compre-
,

hensioriproblem to show 'several of thb
behaviors listed below: 0

- problems following dire4ions, esp;-
ecially those given to rgroup

probleills listening,"esaecially to speech

- problems identifying sounds

- problems with abstract concepts (

, example, categorizing, time, Tian
direction in spiCe) '.

\,..,

- no sense of humpt

- poor social relationships

7 often seems disoriented
a,

- overreacts to small problems.

.?9
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Expression Problems
. f

..... . t
.- DeffnitiOnl .This is difficulty in ex-PreS,ding oneself.

.

s

e . w , 'clearly in full sentences (yprbally,44on ;1 ,

. Raper, or with signs). , k
c...- -.

.

, 4, v. 4
..

tt.,. *
.

.

.. ,0 4 Specifi Articulation problems f4equent accompany
,

., .

.

V

, ,

.

t'
G

I 4 . 'g -

verbal 3.cpression'problemi ,(see pre:4(Als .

-sediti9n on Sieech.Disoeders). ,

I,

..''

,

. .-
o Lotnc F&: SeVer'al of the beflaviOrs-liA'ea beima.' . ela

may appear in'a,Child who e*Pression',
rfialemi ,

, .

%ilo'

,

0
°

0

1
. '' ,.

?.

llset,isolated words or parttok::.-
when lie.talks,'_. r

."

_.% es many gestures to communicate
.

t,1.---

,

- leaves.words out ofvsentences arid
ii

uses
i orrectillkorA order Jle

4

411,

4.

a ./ ' .7
s- 0

,',.-,, speech indicates. poorly organized
'thoughts

;..°A' .

,'"'I

4 - uses flew o .incorrectly worded questions-

baS difficu y describing picturqg or
his °WTI exile ien48es

0.
41, v

- unable to'define simple words
..

-,ules very few words and hastrouble.
finding words he knows to say'what

.

he wants to say . '

--t

4
-. - does poorqy'on.memory tiasks (f011i:

xampie,-nursery rhymes, songs,

44' counting, naming colori Or, days of
ft,

the week). -r, I

1

.

O
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LEARNING DEVIATIONS

Mental Retardation

Giftednebs

,Learning Disabilitiet

\
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Mental Retardation

Definition: Mental retardation is defined by a set
*

of current behaviors which includes
below average general intellectual
functioning and adaptive behavior deficits,
and is evident' during childhood.

Specifics: Possible causes of mental retardation are
many and often unknown. Some distinguish
between organic mental retardation and
cultural/familial retardation, the former
having a known or strongly suspected
medical cause and the latter having no
known medical cause.

Educationally, a child is classified_
as eduCable mentally retarded if he can
learn some academic concepts, has (or
can develop) sufficient social adjustment
to get alongby himself in the community,
did will likely be able to'support him-
self at least partially as an adult.
Such retardation is often not apparent
until the child begins to have difficulty
with his schoolwork in the early elemenT
tiry grades.

A trainable xetarded child is one
whose educational needs cannot be met
in a.progran0for the `educable mentally
retarded. Such children are Capable
of learning self-care skills, social
adjustment to home and neighborhood,
and economic usefulriss as adults'in
the home, sheltered workshop or institu-
tion. .

A custodial retarded child'is totally
dependent on'others for all his needs.

What to Look For: The retarded child will be slower to
- develop in many areas than the average

child. Though he may not look any
different, his language, social, and
self-help skills may be beloW those of
other children his age. --, He may also

33
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experience social-emotional adjustment
_Rroblems because of his'intellectual
limitations and social rejection by his
peers. These deficiencies may not be
as noticeabl&at a young age,but will
become tore apparent as !the child
grows older. Labeling children as
retarded is a very sensitive issue, a ,

job that is best left'to'the psycholo-
gisb or other assessment professional:.

'34
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Definition:

Specifics:

Gifteddess
. e

*
J

The gifted child displays far above
'..,

average abilities'in one or,more areas:
'intelligence, artistic or musical ability,
physical ability, etc. O,

It is common to find that talent in one
or more nori-intellectual area(s) is
accompanied by high intelligende.,

What to Look For: The gifted child stands out because his
exceptionality requires not remediation
but rather advanced activities to help
him achieve his full potential. -He.
may show great interest in partidular
areas while he has seemingly none in
others. He may become bored-and mis-
behave if the work required of him is

. below this level or not of interest
to him;

44
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Learning Disabilities
(also-called Language/Learning Disabilities).

Learning disabed in'dividuals are those
who show discreparicies 1;.etween levels
of achievement and intellectual abilities
in specific areas. Su *individuals
'-may be quite normal in most respects
(or even gifted 'intellectually)* but
have severe difficulties understanding
or using spoken or written language or'
symbols.

Specifics: A wide variety of learning problems
fall under the heading of learning;
disability. Many of these were formerly
known by other names which emphasized'

... that the presumed Cause of the problem
lay in the central-nervous system (for
example, minimal brain dysfunction,
perceptual handicap). Such terms were
not educationally helpful howeyer, and
so have been replaced by the discriptive
term, 1 arning disability. .A few
examples may help the reader define
what is m ant by this term:

1- cam() d6mprehend spoken words (auditory
aphasi

- difficulty.in reading (dyslexia)
becalse of reversals (b lookq'like

like 9, and was like -saw) which
occurs some ofthe time

- difficulty in expressing concepts
verbally (dysnomia

- difficulty remembering a sequence of
figures or letters presented either -,
auditorially or visually,

-'diffiCulty with form -constancy (real-
izing thatil and7 ant the Same 'figure),,

31
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t to Look For: Learning disabilities are often difficult
to detectespecially at'the early child-
hood level. A large percentage of children
with earning disabilities are initially
refer ed for reading problems,' tIlus
rely ively few children with learning_
disc ilities are referred for special
hel prior to the age readi, instruc-
tio begins.

Because learning disabled children
are by definitiOn'of normal intelligence
and generally function adequately in
'most areas, they may be accused of being
"lazy" or "not trying" in the particular
area where they 'do have problems. This
reaction by others to an undiagnosed
disability as well as the child's
questioning of his own competency may
lead to em tional problems.

There arse certain behavioral character-
,

istics more fre ently observed in
learning disable students than in normal
students. These y provide clues to
the teacher that s methingiis amiss,
though not all leaning dfaabled pupils
exhibit each of these characteristics:.

--attention disorders, such as inability
to focus oria4 particular activity for
very long .(inattention), inability to
change the focus-of attention (oiler-
attention), or inability to change
behavior (pereveration)

- memory disorders, including problems
remembering things presented visually.
or auditorially

perceptual disorders, such'as dffficulty
perceiving:visual, auditOry, tactual,
et body movement and position (kines-
thetic) stimuli

.

4

- behavioral disorders, such as too 'much

. movement (hyperactivity) Or too little
movement (hypoactivity) r.

t

A, . 4
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41 p
- general_orientation disorders, such as
jleft -to- right progression prOblems,
reversals, or lack of coordination

- specific learning problems in reading,
math, spelling, writing, or language

excellent ability in nOnverbal tasks,
such as puzzles and drawing, but
extreme problems with verbal communica-
tion-orcthe reverse situation

`.1

9,

3
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BEHAVIOR DISORDERS
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Behavior Disorder

Children with behavioi,!disorders,exhibit
behavior yhidhbis inappropriate for their
age and/or inappropriate for the situa-r
tion in which.it occurs to suoh a degree
that it interferes with thei'r own'growth
and development and/or' the liveS'of,
others.

Specifics: A wide'range of behaviors may be included
4 in this category. Different individuals

may call these children by various names:-
withdrawn, autistic, neurotic, sdhizo-

, phrenic, bad condubt problems, socially.
maladjusted, emotionally distuibed,
delinquent. Most of these labels do,nof
call to mind:gpatIfic behaviors, reflecting
the fact that behavior disorders'inolude
behaviorsinappropriate for the individual.

ror situation, rathe than a'particular
set of actions. The educational 'signi-

c>
ficance of these actions is their dis-
ruption of the'learning process for the
child and perhaps also for the other.1110i

children in his cliss

"What to Look For: One possible classification of behavior
disordersdividep them into the follbwing

.. four categories (Reinert, 1976): 1

a

1) overt, agressivejoehavior such as
kicking, hitting, or biting ,

., 2) withdrawn behaviors such as thumb-
sucking, fantasizing, or absence of
spebbh

/
3) defensive.behtviors such as lyitig,

cheating or task avoidance

4) disorganized. behaviors such as'
continuing *behave in a certain

,4 way when it is nolonger appropriate
N

All childrenyoUld normally behavp-ss
described above to a limited extent.

43
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This,' is 'not abnorrnal., Only when such
behaviors. occur frequently in the wrong
place, at 'the wrong tine; in the presence
o the 'wrong people, 'an'd to an inappro7
piiate degree would they be considered
behavior disorders. 'Y.

4.4
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Definitioh:

.Specifics:

Multiple Handicaps

Any child having two ,or-more of the
handiCaps discussed above may be con= *Iv

sidered.multiply handicapped. There
are many possible combinations of multiple
handicaps, some more prevalent than others.
In some instances the degree of each
handicap is equally Revere educationally,
while in other cases one handicap is
relatively minor and is considered a
secondary handicapping condition.

Where there isa, single cause for the-
multiple handicaps!a child exhibits, it
is' often prenat,al. Various drugs,
viruses, and pollutants reaching the
unborn .at various stages of development
may have damaging influences, making
certain combinations of handicaps more
common than other (for example, a
deaf -blind condition caused by rubella).
In other cases a specific condition
(such as.cerebral,parsy) may r6ialt in
problems insevgral areas (speech; motor,
visual). One factor related to the
prevalence of multiple handicaps_is
medical advances which save.children
who formerly might_ ha've-died trom severe
congenital problems, or from other severe,
cons tions in-later, rife.

4
As discussdd earlier, some c nditions

00,frequently show up as second ry handicaps.
SpeeCh and behavior disorders are in thtis,

1016_category. In addition, mental retarda-
ti.on commonly occurs in combination th
other impairments in the multiply han 17
capped.

What to Lc For: Behaviors noted above which, might indicate
the presence of specifi handicaps are
relevant here. Irr,ad'T ion, more
serious adjustment prob ems May appear
becauge of the many'hurdles the multiply
handicapped individual must face.

. aa-
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HOW TO ACT AROUND THE HANDICAPPED

;

lihere is somewhSt'of a stigma attached to being handicapped.
Many individuals fend to feel sorry for these with.handiCapS
or uncomfortabld around)them, 'In either event, the behavior of...,
nonhandicapped individualsin the presence of handicapped persons -
often diffe-s frOmtheir behavior around normal indiViduals.
Indeed, many prob ( s of the.handicapp may be either caused
or intensified by t e ,havior of other in their presence.
Realizing this and_ striving with .n res , to handi-
capped child as one woup treat any Other child is impoktarit .

step one can tiko-to 'contribute t ie adjustment.
44 . . ,

The expectations one has-for a h dicappe chila are very'
important. Most individuals who workisd-ccessful 1/04 handicapped
children .have come 'to realize thafsuch ohildreri-ake,normal in
many more Ways, than theylare handicappede/nA expectations
these professionals have for the handicappe child differ from
their. expeFfaionS for the normal child only for' behaviors the
child cannot reasonably perform because of his handicap." the
child (conf4ad to a wheelchair .an still, go on walks and field,
trigs and participate in most games and aqivities,enjoyed by
normal children. 'To deprive ?Tim of such activity merely because
he usesvhatls rather than his legs tort around would see.ky
limit his opportunit4114or physical, ,social and educational
deVelopment. ,

, J?

. Just as not all no/I:al children are good at off' interested
in every activity that comes along, so the abilities And interests
of handicapped children differ depending.on tpeie individual

-.=.-

personali:ties- 4.
,i,-,

1 .

..

The teacher of aifiandicapped child. will often have to make
if- decisions concerning the degree to which the child should,be

4.

expected to participate in a given activity.' The teacher should
net allo the child 'to use his, handicap as an excuse to avoid ,

doing what the teacher can reasonably demand10 him. . .

,
The following fe some suggestions "for gdiding teacher

4 behavior towards a andicapped child:

r

//'Nn't worry tf you don't know everything about a'!"
andicap that one of.yoUr cl.fidran has.

with his,Parents, and possiblegtis
will learn Nore about the problem, what
what can X)e done about it.

1
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2. Don't be afraid. Children can sense everything.
confident, sure and calm.

3. :Dokst geel sorry for the
sorry for himself and is

child. Generally he'is not
quite, happy.

er of the clasiroOm,4. Make him.feel.like a 'memb

5. Don't do something for him unless you know that-because
of his handicap it is impossible for him to do it.
He needs to do things for himself. He needs to become
independent in the long run, even thougirTight now
he-may not want to do things to help him achieve
this independence.

*

If ahandicapped child can perform an activity but is
very slow at it, schedule time to allow him to do the .
activity at his own pace. He will never get any faster
unless he practices.

7. When working with 'a 'group of children, it may be necessary
to lower the level of questions asked of the handicapped
child if the .child has a problem with intellectual:
15Iff6tioning:' Help to arrange successfdl experiences
for him.

8. Explain to the other children why youmay have to do
special- things for certain children. Children are good
about underStanding and cooperatihg.

9. Have close contact with parents., It is especially
important that you and the child's parents are behaving

,toward the child in a consistent manner.

10. Don't talk about 'a ohild,and his prdbiem(s).in front
',00.him or his classmates.

.cv

11. In general, trait him like you yould,any Other child.

41
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MEDICATIONS

It is not uncommon 'for. childrenVith some types of handi-
caps to-take medication on a regular basis. Nfew of the more
common medications and their 'uses, are:.

Dilantin seizure control

Mysoline seizure control

Phenobarbitol "Seizure control

Ritalin hyperactivity control

Valium tranquilizer - tension and
anxiety reductign,

N '

All medications should be carefully administered. They
should be 'clearly marked so the right child receives the proper
t.amount of his medication. It is important that medication be
given on time, especially the seizure control d2ugs. Medications
may cause other be avlors in children, sud'i as incoordination,
headaches, stomacha hes, irritability, etc.

Medications must be kept in a safe place and brought to
school by an adult, not by the child. Your school or center. .

may have specific rules concerning the administration of medication.
Parent and physician consent forms may be required for medi-
cation administered in your program.' Do not adiinister any
medAcation other' than first aid without having a signed'form
indicating:

., '1. Name of medication to be administered,
2 :. Time fipr medication tobe adminiStered.

rs
3. Amount to be administered.
4.. A parepts signature' indicating permission to adminis.-

ter the medication according to .the above instructions.
5. Date formwas signed.
-6. Witness,to signature other than teacher (if possible).

4Z) .



IN THE CLASSROOM: EDUCATIONAL
ASSESSMENT AND PROGRAMMING

One of the more difficult aspects of proviaing,an appropriate
education for a young handicapped child lies in assessing his
abilities and skills. Most educatiOnal assessment instruments

,

make certain assumptions about the child (e.g., he can hear
the directions, use the materials, move his arm and band as
required to make a response) which pay make them inappropriate
to use with certain children. A lass obviohs, but perhav more
serious, danger is that an unnoticed handicapping Condition may
cause a child to do poorly on a test withOut an awareness on
the part of.the examiner that this is occurring. FotAexample,
a particular child may hear but not understand fully the direc-
tions for the test and thus perform only part of the required
tasks. A more thorough discussion of problems in early childhood
assessment is.provided by Hunter, Alsup, Brown, and Griffith (1977).

Obse'rvation of the child in a classroom setting has become
a popular means of assessment in early childhood, fulfilling in
large measure many of the fupctions of more standardized assess-
ment-procedures used with older children. The basic plan in
using observation as an assessment tool is'to list the knowledge
and skills which the child should have, observe him long enough
and in a large enough variety of situations.to get an idea of
which of these he does possess, and then develop learning.objectives
and plan associaked activities to help him develop,those he does'
not.

In order to determine what knoWledge and skills a child of
a given age should,have, a, developmental schedule may/be
consulted (Appendices A and B). Such schedules are,listings of
,specific knowledge and skills which "average",_children possess
at given ages. They are based on eictensive study.of many children.

Developmental schedules are also useful for determining what ,

to teach the child once the observation is completed. While all
children do not develop in a given area at the same rate, the
sequence_of most development islairly standard. Thus most
children are first able to go up a set of stirs on all fours;
then to go up the stairs using a hand rail and putting both'
feet on each step, then to go up the stairs alternating feet,
then to go'down the stairs alternating feet. Though the handi-

.

capped child may accomplish each of these activities at a later
age than the normal child, If he is going to accomplish them
he will do so in the same order as the.normal child. the normal
sequence of development in a given Area-thus can be a gWide for
designing a child's learning environment once his ievel of-
development in a given area is determined.

.
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WHAT'S IT LIKE TO BE appICAPPED?

6\7
It is impossible for a normal individual tofqlly

e
experience:..,

what it is like to be handipapped, however some small 'appreciation
of the frustrations handicapped children experience may 1p the
teacher develop a little extra patienbe and insight for working
with them. Rather .khan focusing on the,,obvioUs proble s of
specific handicaps (such as the mobility problems of t ose con-
fined to wheelchairs), the 'simulations that follow will attempt
to help the reader get an idea of the frustrations experienced
by a child who(has difficulty learning because of'limitations
associated with his handicap. -While these simulations are not
intended to duplicate exactly the eXi5eFiences of the, handicapped

. child, the feeling of frustration. the eader experiences here,
may be/s.imilar to that experienced by a 'handicapped child.

1-
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Today we're going to begin learning a new alphabet.
We'll learn just oteletter a day to keep it simple. Here
isthe first letter." Study it for,a few seconds.

\

g

c
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Now that you have learned the letter, draw it from memory
in the-spa-6e below.

)That was
you did.o Did
they come o
the same size

t

7

easy., Wasn't it. Now check babk tosee how well
all your curves go in the right direction? Do

Of the center triangle correctly? Are they all

.4

tt,

tt
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Since you se6 to have had some difficulty reproducing
the letter, we'll give you an easier task. The fallowing
message is written in our new alphabet. Copy it below.

41*

4

There, wasn't that simple.- -You did put all the curves-in
the correct direction, didn't you? Do all ydur lines cross
in the right places? You should' have, taken no longer 'than
°a'minute to copy the message.

t C

1
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If you had any problem_ with, the
some help,on a simple tracing task.
hand, trace between the lines in the

message, perhaps you need
Using your non-dominant
figure below.

O

a

I certainly hope your line was nice and.straight and did
not touch the outside or inside lines of the-figure.

40
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APPERAX A

DEVELOPMENTAL SCHEDULES

The following sources contain information on the normal
sequence of development in various areas. While this list is
not exhaustive, it does contain some of the most commonly used
sources of developmental information.'

Bayley, N. Bayley Scales of Infant Development. New York, M.Y.:
The Psychological Corporation, 1969.

Cattel4 l, P. Infant Intelligence Scale. New York: The Psychological
Corporation, 1940.

Doll, E. Preschool Attainment Record. Circle Pines, Minn.:
American Guidance Service, 1965.

Doll, E. The Vineland Social Maturitty Scale. Circle Pines, Minn.:
. American Guidance Service, 1965.

Frankqnburg, W. K., Dodds, J. B. and Fandal, A. W. Denver Develop-
Mental Scrpeninq Test. 'Denver: University of Colorado Medical
Center, 1970.

Gesell, A., Halverson, H. M., Thompson, H.,'Ilg, F. L., Castner,
B.-M., emes, L. B., Amatruda', C. S. The First Five Years Of
Life: New Alrk: Harper & Row, 1940

Gesell, A., & Ilg, F. L. The Child From Five to Ten. New York,
n.Y.: Harper scBrothe s, 1946.

Hurlock, E. B. Child Deve ment. New York: cdaw-Hill, 1964.
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APPENDIX B

DEVELOPMENTAL ASSESSMENT CHECKLISTS'
/

From information such as that given Appendix A, preschool ,

programth for the handicapped often compile their-own developmental.
assessment dhecklists: In'some.cases these checklists are part
of larger curricuiuMk4uides. Sol4 such, checklists/ .guides and
where they may be. obtained are lfted below.'

I .

Anderson,.J., Marshaw, E., Terry, L., Thomason, B./,'
,

and Simonton, G. Curriculum Guide: Individualized
Instruction for Preschool'Handicapped Children.
Ruston,41kuisiana:t North Central Louisiana Mopdel
Preschool Program'forTHandicapped ChildreiNnd date)
(Arlington Streekt,- Ruston, Louisiana 71270)

Austin Ealk Childhood Special Education Program. Casis
leacher' Checklist: 0-4 Years; 4-7 Years (2 scales).
Auttin, Texas: Author,.14'76. (2710 Exposition,
Austin, Texas 78703)

Becket, 4; W. Checklist of Coping Skills. Austin, Texas:
Austi Early Childhood Special Education Program, 1976.k
('27 0 EXpositiOn, Austin, Texas 7870) :

fro*

Cadman,/ L. A., Felertem, H. M. and Wylie, E. J. Teachers.
Handbook:' A Handbdok\foi a Pre-School Home Intervention
Program. Wichita Falls, Texas: Region IX Edu tton
Service Center, 1977 (3014 Old Seymour Road, W chita
Falls, TexaS 76309)

,-

Donahue, M., Montgomery, J. D.,,Keis3r,'A. F., Roecker, V. L :,
Smith, L. and Walden, M. F. Behavioral Developmental

- Profile, Manual X.:, Marshalltown, Iowa: .Alea Education
.-- Agency 6,(no da .'(Department of Special Education,'

, . 9 Westwood Drive, Marshalltown, Iowa 56158)

Early Childhood Educaion and Home I ervention Program. 1
..

ParaprofessIonal,HAndbook: A_ Compilation of Material
.

Relevant to Staff (Training. Alamos, Colorado: San
Luis Valley Board of CooperativeEducational Services, .

1976. (22nd.fi san Juan, Aiamosa,,COlorado 81101)-

Project tEPP. Motor Enrichmen
Author, (no date) (Special
SchdOls, 5501 N.W. 39th, 0

Book. Oklahoma City,,
Services Office, Putnam Ciiir

lahoma Ct6y,,Oklahoma.73122)7
x.
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4

Waggoner, L. Deveiopmental Scale From Birth to Six Years:'
AnAid to Intervention Programs 'for Handicapped Children.
Lubbock, Texas: Developmental Education BirthThrough
Two,(no date)' (Lubbock Independent School District,
1628 19th Street, Islabbedk,'Texas 79401)

.
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GLOSSARY*/INDEX

acuity: keenness of sight, ftearingor touch&

agnosia: inability to interpret sensory impression; loss of
ability to recognize and identify familiar objects
through a particular sense organ.

allergy: a physical reaction to a specific substance, such as
certain types of food, drugs, 'animal fur, grasses,
or insect bites.

.amblyopia: poor vision from any cause.'.

anpxia: deficiency or lacks of oxygen to the brain.

aphasia: loss .of ability to comprehend, manipulate or express
words in speech, writirig'or signs. -gsually associated
with injury or disease in brain centers controlling
such processes.

apraxia:. loss or partial loss .of the ability to per form purposeful
movements in a coordinated manneran the absence of
paralysis, cerebral palsy, or sensory loss..

arthritis: p. 13

articulation problems: p,23

association: auditory association: the ability, to relate .spoken
wordb iri.a meaningful way. 4*

. .

-visual associatiOn: , the process whereby a child sees
the relationships between concepts prdsented visually.

asthma: p.17

astigmatism: a defect in the curvature of the lens
causing distorted images.

auditory clOsure: the act or ability to accurately
in. a complete and Meaningful form yards
'which are perceived in incomplete fdrm.

*Adapted from M. Sloan,

'of the .eye

conceptualize
and/or sounds

Glossary:, Terms associated with exceptional
children;
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auditory discrimination: ability to iddntify and accurately choose
between sounds'of different frequency (pitch), intensity
(volume) andpattern. _Includes the ability to distinguish
one speeetosound from anotherr.

auditory memory: memory for information received via the ears.

auditory perception: the ability to interpret or organize the
,sensory data received via the ears.

auditory reception: ability to,derive meaning from orally presented
material.

aura (epileptic): a subjective sensation that precedes and marks
the onset_of an 'epileptic attsIck.

autism: a childhood disorder rendering the'child noncuthmunicative
and withdrawn; behavior is frequently bizzare, compulsive,
repetitive, andenonpurposive.

autistic: p. 39

bilateral: involving both sides; the use of both sides in a
\Timultaneous and parallel manner.

behavior modification: a technique of changing human behavior
based on the theory ofeoperant behavior and condition
ing. Careful observation of-events preceding and follow-
ing thebehavior in question is required., The environment
is manipulated to reinforce the desired responses,. thereby'
brifigingvabOut the desired change in bkiavior.

blind: p. 11

brain damage: any structural injury'or insult to "the blrain,"whether .

by surgery,' accident, or disease.
- .

,ir 4
, .

cataract: a condition of, the eye in which thecrystaliine lens
. ,

a ,nd/or, its capsule become"opaque with consequent 1

.1
of vision. '

' 1-. , , .
.

,
,

.

central nervous system: (C.11,.S.) the brain and.the spinal cord.
.

The neural tissue'which comprises the brain and spinal , 1

I

cord. ° ,

'cerebral palsy: p. 15



cleft palate: Congenital fissure of the roof of the mouth, often
associated with cleft lip lharelip).

clubfoot: a bony deformity of the foot developed before birth or
early in life.

comprehension difficulty:' p..25'

conductive loss .(hearing): p. 2.1

convulsiiie.disorder: a Clinical syndrome, the central feature of
which is repurrent seizuresAor convulsions: rebur ent
disturbances of consciousneas, with of without mus ular
components; and accompanied by changes iii the el ctrical
potentials qf.the brain.

cultural/familial retardation: p. 29

cystic fibrosis T. 17

deaf: p. 21
4

41

decibel: a relative measure of the intensity of sounds; zeio
decibel represents normal hearing.

I diabetes: p. 17 -11L.

-

directionality: awarenes-s_of,the up-and-down axis (verticality),.
and awareness of the _relative position of one side of
the body versus the other (laterality). .

disability: 'p. 3

discrimination: the process of detecting differen
especially, sensory discriminations.

.

: auditory discrimination: 'sometimes referred to
as ear training, involves identifying sounds with
respect to their likenesses and differences.

: visual discrimination: discriminating betWeen
different objects, forms, and/or letter Symbbls.

y
bei y

Down's syndrome f a congenital Syndrome of mental retardation
asSociatedmith various physical signs (a flat. skull,,

" w oblique eye slit, stubby fingers, short torso with wide
hips, eipcanthal folds of eyelids, and fissured tongue).

5
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dysfunction:

Nyslexia:

11.

abhormaltor imperfect behavior.of

1

nt organ.

partial inability to read, or to understand what one
reads silently or aloud.

dysnomia: p. 33 `I

echolalia: apparently uncontrollab e response characterized by
>repeating a word or s ence just spoke by another
person.

emotionally* disturbed: p. 39

epilepsy: p. 15

expression problems: p. 25 -

eye-hand coordination skills: this skill consists of the eyes
steering the hand(s) accurately and skillfully through
the three" coordinates of space: right and left, up
and; down, fore and aft, which are matched with the .

coordinates of the body and visionfor the purpose of
manipulating tools or forming the symbols of language.
iIt eiables one to make visual discriminations of size,
',shape, texture, and Object4ocation. It is dependent
uponlse, practice, and integration of the eyes and
'hands as aired learnin\tools.

figure-ground: tendency of ne part'of a perceptual configuration
.e to stand out clearly while the remainder forms a back-

ground.

figure7ground perception: the accurate selection from the mass of
incoming stimuli, which should be'the center of attention.

'These selected stimuli form the figve in, tie person's
perceptual:. field, while the majority of stimuli form a
.dimly perceived grcind. The figu're is that'part of the
field' of perception that is the center' of the observer's

attention. A disturbance in figure-ground may result
because the individual confuses'figure and background,
'reverses' them,, or is unable to see any difference
betweon figure and gird.

form constancy: p. 33

0 e
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grand ma /seizure: an epileptic seizure in which the convulsions
are severe .and widespread with rather prolonged'losb
of awareness. , 0,

- gross motor activity: an activity or output in which groups of
large muscles are used and the factors of rhythm and
balance are_ primary.

handicap: p. 3

hard-of-hettri.ng: p. 21

hearing aid: p. 21

hydrocephalus: a condition of excess, fluid within the brain which
may be related to mental retardation or convulsions.

hyperactivity: excessive activity - the individual seems to have
a surplus of energy.

.

: disorganized, disruptiVe, and unpredictable behavior;
overreaction to stimuli

hyperopia "(farsightedness) : a v.isual impairment InAghich the point
of focus for rays of light falls behind -the retina:
Hyperopic individuals can see distant objects with legs

, .strain than near objects..
f

Jacksonian epilepsy:. _a form of eiplepsy in which the seizure
manifests ,no loss, of awareness but a definite course
or series of convulsions affecting a limited region..

kinesthesis: the sense,thet informs one of movements of the Jody.,
or of its several members.

memory span: the number of related or unrelated items that can
be recalled immediately after presentation.

.

meningitis: inflammation of the me inges (the membrane covering
the brain and spinal- ord) sometimes affecting vision,
hearing, and/or int ligerice. ,

.

.
, midline: the child's own/center of gravity; unless he has a well ..

defined midline as the result of well developed laterality,

.
his space structure Will not be stabilized, and he may .

have difficulty orienting himself to*.his-surroundings.
.
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minimal brain dYsfunct on: p. 39 --

modality: an a nue of acquiring _sensation; visual, auditory,
tactile, kinesthetic) olfactory, -and gustatory are
the most common sense modalities`.\

mongolism: samelas Down's'syndrome.

multiple sclerosis: p. 15

. muscular dystrophy: p. 13

myopia (nearsightedness) avisual impairment in which the point
of focus for riys'of light from distant objects falls in

-front of the retina. Myopic individualS can see,at close
distances without *Visual correction.

myringectomy: the operation of cutting a small hole in the ear
drum; done prior to the insertion of a pressure equal-
ization tube.

,--

neurological examination: an examination of sensory or motor,.
responses-, especially of the reflexes,"'to determine
whether there are localized impairments of the nervous
system.

neurotic: p. 39

observation: 1p.'

organic mental retardation:' p. 15, 29

paralysis:

paitially
,

perception: the interpretation of sensory information: The mechanism
by which the intellect recognizes.and makes sense out of
sensory stimulation. The accurate mental association of
present stimuli with memories of past experiences.

a"

loss of muscle control and/or feeling because of nerve
damage or disease.

sighted: ip. 11

perceptive loss (hearing): p. 21
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, perceptual constancy: the accurate interpretation of objects as
being the same in spite of their being sensed in
arious wags (i.e.., being turned, partially concealed, etc'.)

perceptual-motor: the perceptual-motor'procgds includes input
(sensory or perceptual activities) and output (motor
or muscular activities)! A division of theotwo is
impossible, for.anythingthat happens to one area
automati&lly affects the other. Ariy total activity
includes input, integration, utput, and feedback.

perceptually handicapped: a perceptual handicap, in the auditory,
visual, or tactile modalities of:learning, or in motor
response. The perceptual handidap may be receptive
(taking in), expressive (giving out or responding),
br associative (giving meaning).

perseveration: Continuing to bghave or resp'ona in a certain way
when it is no longer appropriate.

petit mal seizure; an epileptic
momentary dizziness,
of which the patient

seizure in which, there may be only
black-out, or some automatic action
has nolcnclwledge...

phenylketonuria (PKU):,_ a disease caused by an inherited abnormality
. in aMino-acid Metabolism; may cause mental retardation.

Ocnics: the s14.tem of relating speech sounds to Specific letters
or letter combinations.

PKU: see phenylketonUria

polio:- p. 16

propiiocePtion:- the r ception of stimuli arising within the body;
sensation s received y nerve endings in muscles,
tendons, a d joint's w ch are sensitive to alterations
in muscular tension.

prosthesis: the replacementsof an'absent part of the body by an
*aftiBicial one.

paychomotor: Tertaining to the motor Wects of psychologival
processes. Psychomotor tests are tests of motor skill
which depend upon sensory or perteptual.motor coordina-
tion.

S.
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.psychomotor epilepisy: a form of epilepsy in which the seizures
consi'st of purposeful but.inpppropriate acts; a
difficult form to diagnose'and control.

punishment: a procedure to weaken (decrease the frequency of) a

behavior by presenting something aversive following
it (positive punishment) Or removing something
positive following it (negative punishment).

rate /rhythft disturbance: p. 24

recessive trait: a trait, controlled kfy heredity, that remains
.latent or subordinate to a dominant characteristic.

redundancy: the art or presenting the same' information to as many
of the. senses as simultaneously as possible in a .given.
task. Example: When tracing a square on-sandpaper
ith the finger,, a child sees the sqtireohears the
movement of his finger across the rough surface,
feels the tactual contact of his finger with the paper,
and also feels the kinesthetic or muscular movements
in his hand and arm.

,

reinforcement:. a procedure to strengthen (increase the frequency
. of) a behavior by presenting something positive following.

it (positive reinforcement) or removing something
. aversive followinvit-tn-egdtive reinforcement).

remediation that ftnction which redirects or circumvents an
impaired procedure in learning. It implieg compen-
satory methods which facilitate learning rather than
cure learning disorders.

retinil the back of the inside of .the'eye; contains the light

; A, sens*tive cells which provide input to the (451403erve.

reversal: a transposition of letters: Example: b. for d.

rheumatic fever: p.
,

17 N

. : :,

rotations/ the turning,around of letters in a.Word. Example:
p for d. 1

rubella: German measles.

-4,

.., 6t
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"schizophrenic: p. 39

seizure:' p., 15
Ail

sensory-motor: pertaining to the combined, functioning of sense
modalities and motor mechanisms; 'distinguished
from psychomotor.

sensory-motor ability: the ability to act and perfOrm as.directed
by the senses; the ability to hear and.do thing's in
response to a given stimulus.

.shunt: a tube which may serve to move excess fluid f m. one place
to another, as fro the brain.to the stomach or
intestines.

4,

socially maladjusted: p. 39 .

.spasticity: excessive tension of the muscles and, heightened resis-
tance to flexion or extensioh; as in cerebral palsy.

/-speo4.fic language or learning) disabjaity: / usually the term.
is applied to those who have found it very difficat

to read ob e'v="-rwise

intelligent, and usually learn arithmetic ore readily.
More. ,recenti.y any .language deficit, oral, sual, 7

auditory.4s referred to "by this term.,

spina bifida: p. 16..

splinter skill: °a skill learned in isolation froM the entire
,mtwork of skills which is normally a part' of,
A splinter skill possessed by a chitd in a particular
area is typically at a developpentally higher level than
the level at which the child normally functions>in
that area.

©.

...le

N

strabismus (crossed eyes): rack of coordination of the eye muscles
,,

di)

'so that the two' oneyes do not focus same pthe me.oint..
.

.

kuttering: p. 24' 4'

task analysis: the technique of carefully examining a particular
task to discover its components and the processes
required.to.perform it.

4.
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telegraphic speech: a deficit in verbal language expression
whereby the learher speaks like a telegram reads,'
i.e.,,hun ry--give money--go eat.

tonic: characterize 1 contraction of a mCsgle sufficient to
keep/the mule taut but n&t sufficient to cause

$ movement.

tubes (pressure equalization tubes in ears): placing-tiny tubes
through small holes in the ear drums; these serve to
drain off excess fluid.

visual-motor integratidri: the ability to relate visual,stimuli
.* to motor respondes in an appropriate way.

voice problems: it 23

4-
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